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Abstract
Coopetitive analytics refers to cooperation among competing parties to run queries over their joint data. Regulatory,
business, and liability concerns prevent these organizations
from sharing their sensitive data in plaintext.
We propose Oblivious Coopetitive Queries (OCQ), an efficient, general framework for oblivious coopetitive analytics
using hardware enclaves. OCQ builds on Opaque, a Sparkbased framework for secure distributed analytics, to execute
coopetitive queries using hardware enclaves in a decentralized
manner. Its query planner chooses how and where to execute
each relational operator to prevent data leakage through side
channels such as memory access patterns, network traffic
statistics, and cardinality, while minimizing overhead.
We implemented OCQ as an extension to Apache Spark
SQL. We find that OCQ is up to 9.9x faster than Opaque, a
state-of-the-art secure analytics framework which outsources
all data and computation to an enclave-enabled cloud; and is
up to 219x faster than implementing analytics using AgMPC,
a state-of-the-art secure multi-party computation framework.
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Figure 1. OCQ executes approved federated queries using hardware
enclaves. Its query planner and relational operators hide memory
and network access patterns and sensitive cardinalities.

but cannot share the data with each other because they are in
competition. The Chief Risk Officer of Scotiabank stated that
such collaboration “will enhance yields by orders of magnitude” [25]. We are partnering with Scotiabank for this use
case. As another example, consider a consortium of hospitals
that want to pool their patient data for researchers to access.
Researchers need the ability to correlate patients across hospitals, yet regulations prevent the hospitals from sharing raw
patient data or letting it leave the premises [17]. Following
previous work [82], we refer to this setting of analytics among
cooperative and competing parties as coopetitive analytics.
In a coopetitive setting, parties agree in advance on a shared
schema and a set of allowed queries. They agree to run these
queries on their private data and share only the results. In
particular, they will not share the actual database of any party
or intermediate results in the query computation.
Prior work in the coopetitive setting uses either specialized
cryptography or hardware enclaves. Cryptography [1, 7, 42,
51, 64, 82] either offers limited functionality too restrictive
for general analytics, as is the case for partially-homomorphic
encryption, or introduces enormous overheads, taking hours
to months for typical queries, as is the case for secure multiparty computation (MPC), as we show in §8.
Approaches based on hardware enclaves [26, 53, 60, 81]
are more promising for performance. While hardware enclaves have many side channels [14, 15, 46, 69, 74, 77], prior
work [35] shows that many classes of side channels disappear if one designs the computation to be oblivious: memory
accesses are independent of sensitive data. In a distributed setting, network traffic patterns also create a side channel [59].
Hence, to use hardware enclaves for coopetitive analytics
requires oblivious protocols designed for this setting. The
overarching challenge is that such protocols are slow.
The most relevant related work to OCQ is likely
Opaque [81], which offers oblivious analytics on data
outsourced to a single untrusted cloud. However, aggregating
multiple parties’ sensitive data to a single location suffers
from several drawbacks in the coopetitive setting. First,

Introduction

Distributed analytics frameworks [79] are now widely used,
but are designed to operate on data owned by one entity. Federated databases, which span data owned by multiple cooperating parties, have a long history in the database community [27, 28, 70, 80]. This community has focused on the case
when the organizations trust each other and can share data.
However, there are many applications in which organizations cannot share plaintext data with each other because, for
example, they are in business competition, or due to privacy
regulations and liability concerns. Nevertheless, collaboration
among these competing organizations could enable new applications. For example, banks would like to perform analytics
over their aggregate data to better detect money laundering,
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transferring and maintaining a remote copy of large data
incurs significant overhead especially if this data changes
frequently. Second, this strategy may run afoul of regulations
that forbid a database from being moved out of a certain
perimeter. Third, the oblivious computation in Opaque
crucially assumes that all communication happens within
the same cloud; applying Opaque’s algorithms to query
execution across different parties connected by a wide-area
network results in prohibitive overhead.
In this paper, we propose Oblivious Coopetitive Queries
(OCQ), a general framework for coopetitive analytics based
on hardware enclaves, overviewed in Figure 1. Rather than
requiring multiple parties’ data to be aggregated to a single location, OCQ executes queries in a decentralized manner. OCQ
develops efficient oblivious query algorithms (e.g., oblivious
federated join) for the federated setting and a schema-aware
padding mechanism, which combined prevent data leakage
through (1) memory accesses to data inside the enclaves, and
(2) network traffic patterns outside the enclaves, both within
a local data center and in the wide area. OCQ also contributes
an oblivious planner, which determines where to execute each
operation and how to execute it, to minimize the overhead
while maintaining the oblivious security guarantees.
We implemented OCQ as an extension to Apache Spark
SQL’s Catalyst query planner and execution engine. We evaluate OCQ using SGX-enabled, geographically distributed clusters on a variety of synthetic benchmarks and find that OCQ
is up to 9.9× faster than outsourcing all data and computation
to a third party running Opaque. Compared to AgMPC [75],
a state-of-the-art cryptographic framework for secure multiparty computation, OCQ is up to 219× faster.
OCQ’s design addresses the following challenges:
Challenge 1: Oblivious queries in the wide area. The first
step of distributed operators such as aggregations and joins is
typically to shuffle the entire relation to colocate the appropriate records. For example, Opaque implements aggregation
using an initial distributed sort based on the grouping attributes to colocate records that belong to the same group.
However, in the coopetitive setting, this incurs record movement across the wide area, requiring the use of expensive
security protocols to avoid leaking information.
Approach: Federated and oblivious planner. Our federated
planner chooses operators that maximize the computation
run at originating parties and ensures that communication
across the wide area does not leak information about the input
data. For example, while a high-cardinality aggregation that
results in many groups would normally be implemented using
an initial distributed sort, OCQ’s planner instead chooses to
compute partial aggregates at each party and shuffle those
partial aggregates across the wide area, with padding to hide
the number of groups from each party. The worst-case upper
bound on the number of groups is often much smaller than
the number of rows in the database, for example, for fields

containing gender or age. This approach avoids exchanging
un-aggregated records between parties. Key to performance is
that parts of the computation running within a party’s cluster
that only touch that party’s data need not be oblivious because
the data is known to the party. Such local computation will
still run inside the enclaves for integrity and authentication.
Challenge 2: Combining data of mixed sensitivities.
Queries may consist of operators that combine slices of
multiple parties’ data. Because OCQ executes these operators
at the parties themselves, and because parties may provide
table-level sensitivity annotations, many relational operators
in OCQ combine data of varying sensitivity levels. For
example, one party may execute a join operator between
its own data and a slice of sensitive data from other parties.
Executing such operators using fully-oblivious algorithms
would incur unnecessary overhead.
Approach: Mixed-sensitivity algorithms. OCQ introduces
mixed-sensitivity operators, such as a mixed-sensitivity
oblivious join algorithm based on the merge phase of
bitonic sort that provides up to 2.5x speedup compared to a
fully-oblivious join.
Challenge 3: Query planning with sensitive cardinalities.
Query planners traditionally rely on statistics to choose
among multiple plans. However, such statistics are sensitive
in a coopetitive setting, as they reveal information about
the distribution of each party’s data. The plan chosen can
leak information about the input statistics. Additionally, the
cardinalities of intermediate relations may leak information,
such as the selectivity of a filter. Cardinality leakage poses a
further threat in the coopetitive setting than in the outsourced
computation setting because a malicious party can manipulate
its input to extract information through cardinalities.
Approach: Schema-aware padding. As in previous work on
Opaque [81], we take the approach of padding input and
intermediate relations to publicly-known bounds to hide sensitive cardinalities. Our contribution is a scheme to refine
these bounds by exploiting the likely presence of foreign key
relationships between public and private relations in each
party’s schema to find tighter padding bounds for each operator. For example, a query to find all distinct disease diagnoses
across multiple hospitals would typically involve padding to
the number of patient diagnoses, while a foreign key relationship to a set of diseases would enable OCQ to pad to
the possibly much smaller number of registered diseases. We
introduce rules to propagate these bounds through the query
plan. Conveniently, padding rules also obviate the problem of
leakage via the choice of plan, because the resulting padding
bounds provide exact cardinality information without leaking
sensitive statistics.

2

Background

OCQ is designed to enable coopetitive analytics using hardware enclaves. Here we describe the coopetitive setting and
provide background on the building blocks for OCQ.
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Figure 3. Architecture of OCQ. OCQ’s replicated federated planner executes operators on Opaque and Spark clusters at each party.
Sensitive data never leaves its originating party in plaintext.

an algorithm called column sort [47]. Column sort consists of
a fixed sequence of data exchange and intra-machine sorting
that uses only 4 shuffles, compared to O(n log2 n) shuffles for
a sorting-network-based distributed sort. It is thus well suited
to oblivious distributed sorting, where it was previously applied by Opaque [81]. OCQ also uses it for sorting sensitive
data; the algorithm is illustrated in Figure 2.
2.3 Spark SQL and Opaque
OCQ’s planner and federated execution engine are built
on Spark SQL [4, 79], a distributed SQL analytics framework, and Opaque [81], an extension of Spark SQL for secure
outsourced computation via hardware enclaves.
Spark SQL offers distributed plaintext query execution.
Queries can be written in SQL or an embedded Scala DSL
called DataFrames. The user submits queries to the Spark
SQL driver, which parses them into logical plan format. Spark
SQL’s extensible rule-based query planner, Catalyst, which
also runs at the driver, optimizes these plans and generates
a physical plan for execution on a Spark cluster. Catalyst is
primarily rule-based, but offers limited statistics collection
and cost-based optimization. The physical plan breaks the
query into stages consisting of parallel tasks that are executed
on workers. Each worker writes results to distributed storage
or returns them to the driver.
Opaque extends Spark SQL to the untrusted cloud setting,
where the driver is trusted but the workers are not. By extending Catalyst with encrypted operators which result in
tasks that run inside SGX enclaves rather than in plaintext, it
enables distributed queries on encrypted data.
OCQ’s federated planner is an extension of Catalyst, and
OCQ leverages Opaque to process encrypted data within a
single party. This enables OCQ to inherit Spark SQL’s query
languages and optimizations, and Opaque’s secure distributed
query processing. However, OCQ must implement rules and
orchestration logic specific to secure federated queries.

2.1 Hardware enclaves
Hardware enclaves or trusted execution environments
(TEEs) such as Intel SGX [50], AMD Memory Encryption [41], Keystone [44], Sanctum [22], MI6 [12] and
others [3, 72] enable code to run in an isolated environment
where other processes on the same host, including the OS
and hypervisor, cannot tamper with its execution or access
its memory. Enclaves also provide remote attestation, which
allows the enclave to prove to a client that it is running the
desired code and to establish a secure channel to a client. We
discuss in §4 the enclave threat model we build OCQ on.
2.2 Oblivious algorithms
As we discuss in §4, enclaves suffer from side channels
exploiting memory access patterns to data and traffic patterns.
OCQ protects against these side channels with oblivious computation and appropriate padding. Oblivious algorithms aim
to process data while ensuring that their memory accesses
are independent of the contents of the data; this also implies
that the network traffic patterns are also independent of data
content. For example, basic matrix multiplication is oblivious,
because its access pattern depends only on the size of the
inputs and not their numerical values. In contrast, quicksort
is not oblivious because its access pattern depends on the
ordering of the data: in each iteration, records smaller than
the pivot are swapped to one memory region, while records
larger than the pivot are swapped to another. The choice of
where to swap each record depends on the record contents.
Because sorting is at the heart of most database operators,
efficient oblivious sorting algorithms are of particular interest.
Single-machine oblivious sorting can be done using sorting
networks that perform a fixed sequence of compare-exchange
operations. Asymptotically more compare-exchange operations are needed for oblivious sorting than for traditional
sorting. An oblivious compare-exchange can be implemented
via a comparison followed by a conditional swap of two equallength buffers depending on the result of the comparison.
For data partitioned across multiple machines, oblivious
sorting can be accomplished using a two-level sorting algorithm in which each partition is individually sorted using a
sorting network, and records are sorted across partitions using
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Architecture

Figure 3 shows OCQ’s architecture. Each party maintains
a Spark cluster with at least one hardware enclave-enabled
machine, on which Opaque tasks are scheduled. OCQ’s query
planner is deterministic and runs outside the enclave at every
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across the federation, and satisfies all parties’ sensitivity annotations. The plan executes securely, and the user only learns the result
and cannot access sensitive intermediate relations. Stacked blocks
indicate that a component is present at each party.

3.2

party. This is because our query planner builds on Spark
SQL’s planner, which is a large Scala codebase that would
significantly broaden the enclave’s attack surface and require
heavyweight sandboxing techniques. To reduce coordination
between parties at query time, each party runs a replica of
OCQ’s federated planner; we describe the mechanism for
verifying the plan’s integrity in §3.1. Each planner replica
maintains an audit log of all queries issued by any party.
The role of each party’s Opaque clusters is to (1) give assurance that the computation at each party happens correctly,
and (2) safely mix multiple parties’ data. Therefore it is essential for enclave code to be trusted by all parties. OCQ
accomplishes this by granting all parties the ability to invoke
pre-approved routines on all enclaves, but ensuring that each
enclave verifies that the deployed code is approved by all the
parties via remote attestation.
In OCQ, parties own different tables; a logical table consisting of rows from different parties can be implemented
using union. Parties annotate their tables as either public or
sensitive. The query planner determines the sensitivity level
of intermediate results using sensitivity propagation rules
discussed in §5.
3.1

Query lifecycle

Figure 4 shows the lifecycle of a query. A user submits
a query to a federated query planner replica, which broadcasts it to all the others, one planner instance per party. Each
planner first checks that the query conforms to the set of
approved queries and then performs the same planning and
optimization steps, deterministically generating a federated
plan with operators running at different locations. The generated plan satisfies all parties’ sensitivity annotations and
performs as much computation as possible in plaintext at each
party. The party signs the plan, and enclaves will execute only
plans signed by all the parties. Each planner runs the relevant
operators at its local Spark and Opaque clusters.
Special data movement operators trigger data exchange
with other parties across the wide area, or between one party’s
Spark and Opaque clusters, when allowed by the sensitivity
annotations. The final operator collects the results back to the
originating replica and returns them to the user.
A party can observe network traffic generated by computation on other parties’ data when that computation is run
within their Opaque cluster, such as during final aggregation.
To prevent size leakage in this case, OCQ automatically determines appropriate public upper bounds for all intermediate
results and ensures that each operator pads its output to the
appropriate bounds. §5.4 describes this process in more detail.
Our integrity mechanism for ensuring that a malicious party
cannot tamper with the integrity of the computation or input
data is similar to that of Opaque [81]’s self-verifying computation, so we only describe it at a high level. At query time,
the signed physical plans are loaded into the enclaves, which
check that all parties signed every plan. When an enclave is
requested to execute part of a query plan, it verifies that each
of the inputs to the plan fragment were either authentic input
data or were generated by the expected child plan, depending on the expected input source. To check that the input is
authentic, when scanning a party’s input data, the scanning
enclave checks the partition’s hash against the party’s hash
from setup to ensure that the party has not tampered with
the input data. If the hashes do not match, the enclave signals failure and the query will abort. After executing the plan
fragment, the enclave certifies that its output was correctly
produced by running the requested plan fragment.

Setup phase

Parties must share the cryptographic hash of each encrypted
partition of each of their input relations with all other parties.
Once the setup phase has completed, no party can change its
input data, and the enclaves will ensure this.
Parties setup their enclaves using OCQ’s code, and perform remote attestation amongst all these clusters. Consider a
logical enclave at each party (which can be implemented via
a cluster of enclaves). The result of this stage is:
• Every party and its enclave know the public keys of every
party, the schema and sensitivity of every table of each
party, and the hashes of each party’s encrypted data.
• Each enclave checks that the enclaves at the other parties
were correctly setup with OCQ with the same information.
• The enclaves agree on symmetric keys for a secure channel
amongst themselves.
Queriers may attempt to submit malicious queries designed
to extract sensitive data, and a compromised planner replica
4

4
4.1

Threat model and security guarantees

pseudocode, we have not ensured that our implementation
and the generated binary preserve this property. Also, while
OCQ’s oblivious algorithms could be applied at the intracache-line granularity [54, 78], our prototype implementation
does not implement them at this level. Both of these can be
addressed in the implementation with existing mechanisms
(e.g., [20, 23, 31, 48, 61]) at a performance cost.

Abstract enclave model

OCQ considers an attacker who can see memory accesses
to data and/or messages sent over the network. Such an attacker arises from a large class of attacks: attacks leveraging
page faults [16, 74, 77], the branch predictor [46], cache
timing [14, 69], the memory bus [43], network traffic patterns [59], and others. Oblivious algorithms are impressively
effective against such a large variety of attacks [35] because
they address the core leakage of these channels: memory accesses based on sensitive data. OCQ contributes oblivious
algorithms for the federated analytics setting to thrwart such
attacks. We group the attackers in two categories:
– A network attacker that sees all network traffic but has no
access to the machines. In particular, this attacker does not
see any memory accesses inside any of the machines.
– A malicious party attacker that sees all memory accesses
made by enclaves in addition to the network traffic. For
this party we assume the oblivious row-level conditionalexchange primitive from §2.2.
OCQ builds on top of an abstract enclave model; OCQ’s design is not tied to Intel SGX even if our prototype implementation in §7 builds on it. There are many different proposals
for hardware enclaves, such as Intel SGX [50], AMD Memory Encryption [41], Keystone [44], Sanctum [22], MI6 [12]
and others [3, 72], with more upcoming as researchers make
rapid progress towards more secure hardware enclaves. OCQ
assumes that the attacker cannot access or undetectably modify data or code inside the hardware enclave, that it cannot
exploit side-channels different from the memory addresses
discussed above, subvert the remote attestation process or otherwise the integrity or secrecy of the enclave; if the attacker
could, OCQ does not protect against such attacks. Such sidechannel attacks indeed exist in some enclave implementations
(such as in Intel SGX); addressing them should be done at
a different level of abstraction than OCQ operates at, for
example, through better enclave design. For instance, Intel
SGX suffers from various vulnerabilities or side channels,
such as attacks based on speculative execution [15, 19, 68],
power consumption [56, 71], rollback [63], intra cache line
memory accesses [54, 78], denial-of-service attacks [32, 38],
and others (e.g., [45, 76]). Many defenses or mitigations have
been proposed, such as for closing hyperthreading-based attacks [20, 61], rollback defenses [13, 49], and importantly,
improved enclave designs that remove a wide array of the
attacks above, such as KeyStone [44] or MI6 [12] (the latter
even protects against speculative-execution attacks). We hope
that OCQ’s design will be ported to better and better enclaves
as research progresses on this front.
We remark that our implementation prototype of OCQ described in §7 focuses on obliviousness with respect to data
at the cache-line granularity. While OCQ’s oblivious algorithms are oblivious even when it comes to accesses to OCQ’s

4.2

Party threat model

In the coopetitive setting, a malicious party could attempt
to tamper with the other parties’ data during joint computation, or it could attempt to inspect other party’s data using
the attacker capabilities we discussed in §4.1. A party can
also observe and modify network traffic generated by such
outsourced computation. Given the assumption of an abstract
enclave model, OCQ guarantees integrity of outsourced operators and data.
Each party is free to input data of its choice, and OCQ does
not protect against low-quality or maliciously-crafted data.
OCQ ensures the integrity of each party’s computation and
data after the data has been inputted. The parties, if they wish
to, could include checks for each other’s data in the queries
given to OCQ.
Query results often leak some information about the data
from which they were computed. This is why we require the
parties to agree on what queries they permit to run on their
data and whose results they are agreeing to release. OCQ
ensures that all parties agreed to running some query before
running that query and releasing the result. Deciding which
queries are safe to run is outside the scope of our system,
and is largely an unsolved research problem. Nevertheless,
existing work in differentially private analytics [8, 39, 40]
(discussed further in §9.4) and inference detection [24, 34, 65]
could aid parties to transform the queries into a safer form or
to detect particularly revealing queries.
4.3

Security guarantees

OCQ guarantees obliviousness for sensitive tables, namely
that there is no information leakage about the sensitive data
content from the trace of memory accesses and traffic messages other than size, schema, and query information. We
use a standard definition of obliviousness, which states that
the trace of memory accesses and messages can be simulated
without access to the data, while only knowing a bound on the
data size, the schema, parties’ configuration, and the query
plans to execute.
The proof that OCQ meets this guarantee follows from the
observation that for all our protocols (query planner, overall query plan, and individual operators), all the accesses to
memory and the schedule of messages on the network are
performed according to a predefined schedule, fixed ahead of
time before the data is input, and which is determined according to our planner’s rules based on data size, schema, query
and party’s configuration.
5

Simnet such that

Like in much prior work in oblivious computation, our
formalism captures only addresses and lengths, and not the
actual data content. The reason is that hardware enclaves
as used in OCQ and other works, encrypt the content and
re-encrypt it upon every access.
We remark that OCQ’s query planner runs entirely using
non-sensitive information to produce a physical plan; hence,
the planning process is oblivious by definition.
We now focus on showing that the execution of each physical plan of a query is oblivious w.r.t. sensitive tables. OCQ’s
definition of obliviousness differs from that of Opaque because there are multiple parties in addition to the network
attacker. A malicious party attacker may see the content of its
own sensitive tables and perform non-oblivious computation
on them, but not the content of other parties’ sensitive tables.
We formalize this by constructing two types of simulators:
• Simparty has access to a party’s sensitive data, but does not
have access to the sensitive data of other parties, yet must
simulate this party’s memory and network access patterns.
• Simnet does not have access to any party’s sensitive data
and must simulate the network communication patterns
among all parties.
The fact that the simulators can simulate the memory and
network patterns without seeing all the sensitive tables implies that these patterns do not leak information about these
sensitive tables.
Let D be the set of tables of all parties. As we discussed in
§3, tables are of two types: sensitive and public. Let Si be the
set of tables of party i that are sensitive (including those OCQ
marks as sensitive after propagating sensitivity as discussed
in §5). Let Public(D) be all the non-sensitive information
about the datasets, such as the content of all public tables and
publicly known metadata about the sensitive tables, such as
the names and owners of the tables, the names and schema
of columns, an upper bound on the number of rows in each
table, the set of unique key and foreign key constraints, and
others. This metadata does not include the actual values in
any column.
Let P be the set of publicly known cluster configurations
of the parties, including the number of workers and their
IP addresses, the untrusted memory size and EPC size of
each machine, the oblivious sorting block size, etc. Let q
be a query with any user-specified padding bounds (§5.5).
Let Tracei (D, P, q) be the access pattern trace visible to the
malicious attacker at party i: an ordered sequence of memory
accesses of the form (read/write, addr, length) and
network messages of the form (dst, length). These do
not contain timestamps because OCQ does not protect against
timing attacks. Tracenet (D, P, q) is the ordered sequence of
network messages across all parties.

∀i, Simparty (Public(D), i, Si , P, q) = Tracei (D, P, q),
Simnet (Public(D), P, q) = Tracenet (D, P, q).
We provide a proof sketch in §6.

5

Query Planning

We next explore OCQ’s federated query planner, which
finds query plans that satisfy security properties while minimizing the scope of expensive oblivious operators.
5.1 Overview
The federated query planner accepts sensitivity annotations
on each party’s base tables. It supports two sensitivity levels:
• Public: the table can be processed at any site with integrity
verification. Confidentiality is not required, and data contents and cardinality may safely be exposed.
• Sensitive: if exported from the originating site, the table
must be processed with confidentiality and integrity verification, including protection against access pattern side
channels and cardinality leakage.
When executing a query, the planner propagates sensitivities through the plan to determine the sensitivity level of
each intermediate result, such as a set of partial aggregates.
OCQ uses the same two-part sensitivity propagation scheme
as Opaque. First, since tables could be correlated via their relationships (e.g., foreign keys), OCQ uses second-path analysis [34] on the user-provided sensitivity annotations to capture
these correlations: user-specified base tables are initialized
as sensitive, and all tables reachable from a sensitive table
via primary–foreign key relationships are recursively marked
as sensitive as well. Second, OCQ assigns each operator a
sensitivity level determined by the sensitivity levels of its inputs. Operators that process more than one input relation (e.g.,
join) receive the highest sensitivity level of all their inputs.
The federated query planner uses these two sensitivity levels to determine where to execute each operator. Recall that
each party has an Opaque site/cluster. Operators may execute
in two locations: federated or single-site. The federated operators execute in every site in parallel, whereas the single-site
ones execute only at one party. For example, for an aggregation, each site can perform a partial aggregation within
their site using the federated operator and the results are then
sent to the querying party for final aggregation, which occurs
using the single-site operator. OCQ supports the following
operator execution modes:
• Federated. The operator executes partitioned and encrypted/authenticated in each site’s Opaque cluster using SGX.
Datasets are encrypted and authenticated for integrity verification, but operators will reveal data cardinality and may
leak data contents through side channels.
• Federated-Oblivious. The operator executes partitioned
and encrypted in each site’s Opaque cluster using oblivious
algorithms in SGX to hide access pattern side channels.

Theorem 4.1. For all parties i, datasets D, with party i’s
sensitive tables Si , for all cluster configurations P, for all
queries q there exist polynomial-time simulators Simparty and
6

The operator reveals nothing beyond the cardinality of the
input, such as filter and join selectivities.
• Single-Site-Oblivious. The operator executes obliviously
with Opaque at the site where the query originated. This provides the same security guarantees as Federated-Oblivious
and is used for final aggregation on sensitive data.
• Single-Site. The operator executes encrypted using Opaque
at the site where the query originated. This provides the
same security guarantees as the Federated mode and is used
for final aggregation on public data.

operators. This is implemented using a postorder traversal on
subplans referencing sensitive data.
5.3 Query planner rules
We now examine rules for the four common logical operators (Project, Filter, Join, and Aggregate). We express rules
in Scala’s pattern match syntax, where each rule is a case
that may match the logical operator being planned. Rules can
specify subtyping constraints with : syntax. We use these
constraints to discriminate based on the execution mode (abbreviated as Fed, FedObl, SSObl, and SS) of an operator’s
inputs. Each rule ensures the resulting physical operator respects sensitivity levels, so the entire plan also will.
To illustrate how OCQ converts a query into a physical
plan, take the example of Query 1 in Table 1. For each logical operator that matches a rule, Scala binds the operator’s
contents to parameters listed after the case keyword. It then
executes the body of the case, which comes after the => arrow, and the planner uses the return value as the physical
plan for the given logical operator. For example, the logical operator Filter(diagnosis, diag="c. diff") in Query
1 (Table 1), will be mapped to OCQ’s physical operator
FedEncFilter[diag="c. diff"]. We do not describe what
each one of OCQ’s physical operators run (because they are
many), but instead describe only the more novel operator
algorithms in §6.
Project. The input to the projection is referred to as child,
and the projected columns as p. Because a projection never
requires data movement and does not leak access patterns, the
resulting operator uses the same execution mode as its input.

The query planner ensures data of a particular sensitivity
level is never processed using an operator with insufficient
protections. For example, Sensitive data may be processed
with a Federated operator if it has not left its originating
site, but after an exchange, the same data must be processed
using Federated-Oblivious or Single-Site-Oblivious operators only. The planner can always produce a secure plan for
any supported query by running all operators in the SingleSite-Oblivious mode with naive worst-case padding, but the
resulting overhead can be prohibitive so its goal is to find
secure plans with much lower overhead when possible.
In the remainder of this section, we describe our query
planning algorithm and rules (§5.2, §5.3), then discuss how
the planner hides intermediate cardinalities (§5.4). The strict
sensitivity levels and the use of padding together simplify
physical operator selection. This traditionally depends on accurate cardinality estimation, which is much easier in OCQ
than in traditional databases due to OCQ’s use of padding.
OCQ introduces padding rules that exploit foreign key constraints in the database schema to minimize padding overhead.
5.2

case
case
case
case

Algorithm

Respecting the constraints described above, the federated
query planner applies rules to produce a physical plan that
specifies the necessary algorithms and data movement for all
three levels of the federation: between parties, within each
party, and within each machine. Planning occurs as follows:

Project(p,
Project(p,
Project(p,
Project(p,

child:
child:
child:
child:

Fed) => FedEncProject(p, child)
FedObl) => FedOblProject(p, child)
SSObl) => OblProject(p, child)
SS) => EncProject(p, child)

Filter. The input to the filter is referred to as child, and
the filter predicate as f. As with projection, filtering never
requires data movement. However, unlike projection, filtering
leaks access pattern information by default, so depending
on the execution mode and sensitivity level of the input, we
use an oblivious filter operator to hide which input records
matched the predicate.

1. Obtain the logical plan for the query using Spark SQL.
2. Apply rules to transform the logical plan into a federated physical plan respecting sensitivity annotations
and with “ShipTo” operators indicating data movement.
3. Eliminate redundant ShipTo operators.
4. Insert padding operators based on the rules in §5.4.
5. Execute the federated plan and return the results.

case
case
case
case

Filter(f,
Filter(f,
Filter(f,
Filter(f,

child:
child:
child:
child:

Fed) => FedEncFilter(f, child)
FedObl) => FedOblFilter(p, child)
SSObl) => OblFilter(p, child)
SS) => EncFilter(p, child)

Join. OCQ currently only supports inner joins. The inputs
to the join are referred to as left and right, and the join
columns as c. Joining does require data movement, and we
choose between a broadcast join where one input is broadcast to all parties and joined separately with each portion of
the other input, and a single-site join where both inputs are
brought to the querier’s cluster. Both types of joins can be
executed with or without obliviousness; we additionally implement a mixed-sensitivity broadcast join (§6.1). For brevity,

The rules used in step 2 apply recursively to the logical
plan in bottom-up order starting with the base tables. For each
logical operator (e.g., Project, Filter, Join, Aggregate) and its
input plans, the rules produce a physical sub-plan that respects the operator’s sensitivity level and avoids unnecessary
encryption or data movement overhead.
OCQ’s rules require operators to be planned in order of
execution, because it uses the execution mode chosen for
earlier operators in determining the execution mode for later
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we only list half the rules for Join; the other half are the same
up to swapping left and right. When multiple join rules apply,
such as when there is a choice between broadcasting the left
side and the right side, the planner currently chooses one
of them arbitrarily, but a cost-based planner could consider
both and choose the lower-cost option. In addition, we benefit
from Spark SQL’s existing planner rules. For example, Spark
SQL’s broadcast exchange reuse ensures that when a plan
indicates that the same relation should be broadcast more
than once, it will only be shipped over the WAN once.

case Aggregate(g, a, child: SSObl) => OblAgg(g, a, child)
case Aggregate(g, a, child: SS) => EncAgg(g, a, child)

Query planning example. Table 1 shows the results of
OCQ’s federated planning on two sample medical queries [7].
The queries refer to two tables: a diagnosis table containing patient SSNs and the diseases they were diagnosed with,
and a medication table containing patient SSNs and the
medications they were prescribed. Given these two relations,
Query 1 computes comorbidity of the disease c. diff : the most
common diseases that c. diff patients are also diagnosed with.
Query 2 counts the number of patients with heart disease
who were prescribed aspirin. Tables and intermediate results
containing identifiable patient information (here SSN) were
specified as Sensitive; tables without SSNs but with more
than one column as Sensitive to prevent correlation attacks;
and tables with only one non-identifiable column as Public.
For Query 1, the planner runs the initial Filter operator in
Federated mode. Subsequently, only the diag2 column of the
result is needed for the Aggregate operator, so Spark SQL
automatically inserts a projection to drop the other columns.
The resulting table is collected to a single site for the final
aggregation and sort.
For Query 2, the planner likewise runs the initial filters in
Federated mode. As in Query 1, the right side is Public, so the
planner uses a mixed-sensitivity broadcast join. The oblivious
aggregation returns the number of distinct patients.

case Join(c, left: Fed, right: Public) =>
FedEncJoin(c, left, BcastToFed(right))
case Join(c, left: Fed, right: Sensitive) =>
FedMixedSensJoin(c, left, BcastToFed(right))
case Join(c, left: FedObl, right: Public) =>
FedMixedSensJoin(c, left, BcastToFed(right))
case Join(c, left: FedObl, right: Sensitive) =>
OblJoin(c, EncCollect(left), EncCollect(right))
case Join(c, left: SSObl, right: Public) =>
MixedSensJoin(c, EncCollect(left), EncCollect(right))
case Join(c, left: SSObl, right: Sensitive) =>
OblJoin(c, left, EncCollect(right))

Aggregate. The input to the aggregation is referred to as
child (which is a query subplan), the grouping attributes as g,
and the aggregation attributes as a. Partial and final aggregates
are assigned the same sensitivity level as the input data. The
attributes resulting from partial aggregation are referred to
using partial(a) and the attributes from final aggregation
as final(a). The execution mode of partial aggregation is
the same as its input, while final aggregation always occurs at
the querier’s site in SSObl or SS modes. The with keyword
indicates the child’s execution mode as well as its sensitivity.

5.4

Determining padding upper bounds

Sensitive operators must pad their output to avoid leaking information about the input. For example, a bank may
want to hide how many customers it has, so the data sizes
of any cross-site communication must be padded to a bound
greater than the number of customers. Alternatively, to hide
the number of customers with revenue >$1 million, computation downstream of all revenue-based filters must be padded.
The federated query planner ensures queries’ intermediate
cardinalities do not leak information about sensitive attributes.
The final cardinality is handled the same as the intermediate
cardinalities, depending on which parties can see the final
result. After producing an unpadded plan using the rules
above, it adds padding to Sensitive operators that could leak
information about the table’s contents. This section describes
this rule-based process using the same rule syntax as §5.3.
Though these rules match physical operators, we use logical
plan names in some pattern specifications to denote matching all physical operators implementing a logical operator.
Additionally, we refer to certain specific join types such as
referential integrity inner equi-joins as a shorthand for pattern
specifications that check that these constraints are satisfied. Finally, we use Scala’s @ operator to denote binding the physical
operator under consideration to a named variable.
Base tables. Base tables are padded using tiered padding
to hide their exact cardinality, encapsulated by the round
function, specified by the parties. We refer to the table scan

case Aggregate(g, a, child: Fed with Public) =>
EncAgg(g, final(a),
EncCollect(FedAgg(g, partial(a), child)))

This rule applies to an aggregation over Public data which
will reside in a Fed manner as a result of running the child
subplan. Because the data is public, we can execute both
the partial and the final aggregation in Enc mode (without
oblivious operators).
case Aggregate(g, a, child: Fed with Sensitive) =>
OblAgg(g, final(a),
EncCollect(FedAgg(g, partial(a), child)))
case Aggregate(g, a, child: FedObl) =>
OblAgg(g, final(a),
EncCollect(FedOblAgg(g, partial(a), child)))

Both rules apply to sensitive federated data. In the first
case, each sensitive data slice has not left its originating party,
while in the second case, the sensitive data has been commingled with other parties’ sensitive data and is protected by
obliviousness in addition to encryption. Therefore, in the first
case only the final aggregation needs to be oblivious, while in
the second case, both the partial and final aggregation must
be oblivious. The remaining rules are as follows:
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Query 1 (comorbidity of c. diff ):

Query 2 (aspirin count):

Sort(
Aggregate(
Join(
Filter(diagnosis, diag="c. diff"),
Project(diagnosis, diag as diag2),
col="patientSSN"),
groupby="diag2", agg="count"), col="count")

Count(
Aggregate(
Join(
Filter(diagnosis, diag="heart disease"),
Filter(medication, med="aspirin"),
col="patientSSN"),
groupby="patientSSN")

Federated plan for Query 1:

Federated plan for Query 2:

OblSort [diag_count]
OblAgg groupby[diag2] agg[count(*) as diag_count]
OblCollect
FedOblProject [diag2]
FedMixedSensJoin [patientSSN]
BcastToFed
FedEncFilter [diag="c. diff"]
FedEncProject [diag]
FedEncScan diagnosis
FedEncProject [diag as diag2]
FedEncScan diagnosis

OblCount
OblAgg groupby[patientSSN]
OblCollect
FedOblProject [patientSSN]
FedMixedSensJoin [patientSSN]
FedEncFilter [diag="heart disease"]
FedEncScan diagnosis
BcastToFed
FedEncFilter [med="aspirin"]
FedEncScan medication

Table 1. Example queries and resulting federated plans. Queries (top) are specified in Spark SQL’s logical plan notation, which is similar
to relational algebra. The resulting plans (bottom) are specified in Spark SQL’s physical plan notation with OCQ’s physical operator names.
Nesting indicates a child relationship; sub-plans nested under a physical operator provide input to that operator. Physical operators take
parameters, listed on the same line as the operator name. Most operator parameters are expression lists, listed in square brackets.

Joins. Arbitrary joins must be padded to the product of
table sizes, but common join types have much smaller upper
bounds. Unique key equijoins are a very common join type
where one side’s join attribute is known unique. We pad these
joins to the size of the other table; the unique key ensures
each record in the latter matches at most one record in the
former. For brevity, we omit the code listing for this rule.
Aggregations. Arbitrary aggregations must be padded to
the input size, because each input record could belong to a
different group. However, foreign key constraints let us refine this bound. For example, an aggregation over patients’
diseases can yield at most one row per disease if there is a foreign key constraint between the (sensitive) patient diagnosis
table and the (public) disease table, because the foreign key
constraint implies that all patients’ diseases correspond to a
record in the disease table. Without the foreign key constraint,
we must pad the aggregate output to the number of patient
diagnoses, which could be large. With the constraint, we can
instead pad to the number of diseases.
We search for such foreign key constraints using
publicTableKeys in the rule below. If there is a matching
foreign key, the Some(...) case determines the appropriate
cardinality, using min to ensure the new bound is smaller.
Otherwise, the None case pads to the input cardinality.

operator as t. The rule wraps t with a Pad operator that
inserts dummy rows to inflate the result cardinality. The base
table data must already be padded to an equal or greater
bound when writing it to disk to avoid revealing the true
cardinality through the file size. This enables this operator
to make dummy accesses to the input when generating the
dummy output rows.
case t @ TableScan() => Pad(round(t.cardinality), t)

Filters. Most filters must be padded to the input size to
avoid leaking selectivity. The else clause of the rule below
transforms the filter into a projection that adds a boolean
field with the value of the filter predicate using Scala’s :+
operator, which appends this column to the existing columns.
Later operators will use this tombstone-like field to determine
whether or not to include the record in their operations.
When at most one record is being selected, such as to
extract the record of a single patient based on SSN, padding to
the input size would be very wasteful. OCQ identifies this case
by checking if the predicate is an equality comparison against
a unique key using the uniquelyReferences method. The
if clause below pads the result to a cardinality of 1 to avoid
leaking whether or not the predicate matched a row. Within
this rule, which branch is taken depends only on the schema
and query, not the underlying data, so it does not reveal any
new information to an attacker.

case a @ Aggregate(groupCols, aggExprs, child) =>
publicTableKeys.find(groupCols.output) match {
case Some(tbl, key) =>
Pad(min(tbl.cardinality(key), child.cardinality), a)
case None =>

case f @ Filter(pred, child) =>
if (pred.uniquelyReferences(child.keys)) Pad(1, f)
else Project(child.cols :+ pred, child)
9

3.0

Pad(child.cardinality, a) }

2.5

Speedup

5.5 Pre-specified padding bounds
Automatic padding bound search cannot always find the
optimal bound. First, it assumes that while the exact cardinality of a base table is sensitive, rounded cardinalities are safe
to share. Yet, for some tables, even an order-of-magnitude
approximation of the cardinality is sensitive. Second, it relies
on foreign key constraints to determine padding bounds for
individual columns. However, many columns use implicit domains without foreign key constraints, such as ages, genders,
letter grades, salaries, and ZIP codes. Third, most relational
operators cannot reduce the padding bounds of their output,
potentially resulting in large slowdowns.
We therefore support pre-specified padding bounds in
schemas and queries. When defining the shared schema,
parties can specify cardinality bounds for any table or column.
When defining the allowed queries, a query may contain
padding bounds for any intermediate result, for example the
result of a filter expected to be highly selective. We exposed
this functionality using extension methods on Spark SQL’s
DataFrame API. Below is an example of specifying table and
column cardinality bounds and a bound for a filter operator.

1.5
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0.0
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Join input size

(a) Bitonic merge (b) Speedup from mixed-sensitivity join
Figure 5. (a) Bitonic merge network for 8 elements. (b) Speedup
from mixed-sensitivity join compared to standard oblivious join
for two relations of equal size. The x axis indicates the size of
each relation in number of records. For small joins, other costs
dominate, but once each relation contains more than 105 records, the
mixed-sensitivity join shows a speedup of up to 2.5× compared to
conventional oblivious join.

relation. In this case, it is unnecessary to handle the former
relation obliviously, since the owner of that relation is also
the party processing it.
We therefore introduce a mixed-sensitivity join algorithm.
We refer to the former relation as the non-sensitive relation
and the latter as the sensitive relation. First, the non-sensitive
relation is sorted using a conventional external sort. Next, the
sensitive relation is obliviously sorted using the algorithm
described in §2.2. The two sorted relations are then merged
using an oblivious bitonic merge, illustrated in Figure 5a.
When joining two relations of equal size, asymptotic
analysis shows that mixed-sensitivity join represents a
constant-factor improvement. If the two relations contain
n
2 elements each, an oblivious sort of the union requires
O(n log2 n) comparisons, while the mixed-sensitivity algorithm requires O( n2 log n2 ) comparisons for the conventional
external sort, O( n2 log2 n2 ) comparisons for the sensitiverelation oblivious sort, and O( n2 log n) comparisons for the
bitonic merge. Figure 5b demonstrates an empirical speedup
due to mixed-sensitivity join of up to 2.5× for large inputs.
In addition, when the sensitive relation is relatively small,
mixed-sensitivity join becomes arbitrarily faster than a
standard oblivious join.

val diseaseDF = spark.load(".../disease/")
.sizeBound(70000)
val employeeDF = spark.load(".../employee/")
.colBounds("salary" -> 20, "addressZIP" -> 42000)
val singleEmployee =
employeeDF.filter($"name" = "John Doe").sizeBound(1)

In case a query-specific operator underestimates the actual
output cardinality, OCQ silently truncates the result to avoid
leakage. If the parties wish to know when this has occurred,
they can express this using subqueries.

6

2.0

Coopetitive algorithms

The coopetitive setting affects the performance of secure
operators because it implies mixed-sensitivity computation
and wide-area communication. Mixed-sensitivity computation occurs when a party combines its own data with sensitive
data from another party. Wide-area communication occurs for
operators such as aggregation and join that require combining
data from multiple parties. We describe two algorithms that
leverage the coopetitive setting to reduce the amount of oblivious computation needed compared to previous approaches.

6.2 Coopetitive aggregation
Opaque implements aggregation using an initial distributed
oblivious sort based on the grouping attributes to colocate
records that belong to the same group. However, in the coopetitive setting, this results in excessive wide-area data movement. Instead, we implement aggregation by computing partial aggregates at each party and sorting only those partial
aggregates across the wide area, with padding to hide the
exact number of groups from each party. The partial aggregates from each party are padded as described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The final aggregation is then performed as
in Opaque, with a boundary processing step, a parallel scan
over the sorted partial aggregates to produce final aggregates

6.1 Mixed-sensitivity join
Like Opaque’s oblivious join algorithm, OCQ performs
oblivious joins using bitonic sorting networks, which have
traditionally been used in databases for SIMD parallelism [6]
but which we use to protect against access pattern side channels. However, unlike in Opaque, oblivious joins in OCQ are
very likely to be of mixed sensitivity. For example, a federated
join between two Sensitive relations will be executed as an
oblivious partial join at each party between that party’s slice
of one relation and the entire federation’s records for the other
10
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and dummy records, and, if a user-specified padding bound on
the output is provided, an oblivious sort and filter to remove
the appropriate number of dummies.
The speedup from this approach comes from avoiding the
initial global oblivious sort in favor of an oblivious sort over
the partial aggregates. When the bound of the number of
groups is small, this produces a substantial performance gain.

Implementation

We implemented OCQ on top of Intel SGX and as an extension to Apache Spark SQL’s Catalyst query planner and
execution engine using 2,000 lines of Scala code. OCQ builds
on a version of Opaque we modified, which uses 11,000
lines of C++ enclave code and 3,000 lines of Scala code. No
code changes to Spark SQL were required; both OCQ and
Opaque extend Catalyst only by adding rules and strategies.
The schema-aware padding requires that tables be annotated
with primary and foreign key hints; since Spark SQL does
not natively support key annotations, we added them as a separate extension. We implemented the row-level conditionalexchange primitive in SGX using the x86 conditional move
instructions on data in registers, for which we assume that
the attacker cannot see accesses to registers inside enclaves.
Federated query execution is coordinated by the querying
JVM, which maintains a connection to each cluster in the
federation using Spark’s remote query functionality via the
SparkSession.

6.3 Obliviousness proofs
Now that we presented OCQ’s algorithms, we proceed to
sketch the proof of its obliviousness, formulated in §4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. In this proof, we will invoke the simulators for the oblivious building blocks that previously existed:
bitonic sort, bitonic merge, column sort primitives, and the
Opaque operators in oblivious-pad mode. A query q can consist of different tasks. It suffices to prove that the simulators
can simulate the trace for each task. Here, we present simulators for the more complex algorithms OCQ contributes:
mixed-sensitivity join and and coopetitive aggregation. For
each physical operator O in the physical plan, the planner
rules ensure that O runs in oblivious mode if the inputs to O
contain any sensitive table owned by a party other than i.
Without loss of generality, consider party i. Recall that
mixed-sensitivity join occurs between party i’s own input Ai
and a slice of the other parties’ input Bi . If O is a mixedsensitivity join, it proceeds as follows:
1. Simparty sorts Ai using quicksort because it receives Ai as
input. Let Public(Ai,sorted ) be the public metadata of the
sorted result.
2. Simparty invokes the simulators for bitonic sort and column sort on Public(B) to simulate an oblivious distributed
sort of B on the equijoin keys. Let Public(Bi,sorted ) be the
metadata of the sorted result.
3. Simparty invokes the simulator for bitonic merge on
Public(Ai,sorted ) and Public(Bi,sorted ). Let Public(Ui,sorted )
be the metadata of the sorted union.
4. Simparty invokes Opaque’s simulator for oblivious padded
join on Public(Ui,sorted ) with the padding bound specified
in the query.
Simnet runs similarly to Simparty : it performs the last three
steps above.
For coopetitive aggregation, if O is the partial phase of
coopetitive aggregation at party i, let the padding bound for
O be b. Simparty for party i extracts the data of the sensitive
input Ai and executes a conventional hash aggregation on it,
then pads its size to b. Let Public(Agg(Ai )) be the metadata
of the padded partial aggregates.
If O is the final phase of coopetitive aggregation, Simparty
for party i and Simnet
Ðinvokes the simulator for the bitonic sort
and column sort on ∀i Public(Agg(Ai )). Simnet then invokes
Opaque’s simulator for the oblivious padded aggregation on
this metadata.
□
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Evaluation

In this section we evaluate OCQ’s performance against outsourced and multi-party computation. We measure the overhead of OCQ’s security guarantees. We explore an alternative
design where SGX-enabled machines are required at only
one site, and show that requiring SGX at all sites provides
a significant speedup. We explore the speedup of our query
planner compared to a traditional query planner unaware of
security. Finally, we evaluate the benefit of schema-aware
padding versus the conventional filter push-up approach.
8.1 Setup
We performed benchmarks across 5 parties located in AWS
us-east-1, AWS us-west-1, AWS eu-west-1, and AWS apnortheast-1, and in our organization. Each party has approximately 10 MB/s bandwidth to each other party. Our organization’s site has an SGX cluster with 5 machines, while
the AWS sites use 5-node r5.large clusters with Intel’s
SGX simulation driver. We use a federated query workload
derived from previous papers on federated analytics. From
SMCQL [7] we use the comorbidity and aspirin count queries
described in §5.3. From DJoin [57] we use queries 1–5. The
DJoin queries are listed in Table 2. We generated synthetic
table data with the following total size per table:
1. diagnosis - 1,024,000 rows, 10 GB
2. medication - 142,972 rows, 4.3 MB
3. DJoin A - 15,000 rows, 15 MB
4. DJoin B - 15,000 rows, 15 MB
8.2 Comparison to other systems
Figure 6 compares OCQ to Opaque (outsourced computation) as well as SMCQL and DJoin (secure multi-party
computation). For the first, since Opaque’s implementation assumes at least 2MB of non-observable memory which speeds
up its oblivious protocols considerably, we ran OCQ with the
11

Count(GroupBy(Join(A, B, "x" == "y"), "x"))

350

Count(GroupBy(Filter(
Join(A, B, "w"),
Contains("A.x", "xyz")
&& ("B.x" + "B.y" > 10)
&& ("A.y" > "B.y")), "x"))

270

Comorbidity
Aspirin count
DJoin Q1
DJoin Q5
WAN transfer

300
230

Running time (s)

Q1
Q5

Table 2. DJoin queries.
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Figure 7. OCQ vs. Opaque, highlighting network transfer time.
OCQ retains an advantage even assuming an infinitely fast network
because it can execute initial filters in plaintext rather than using
oblivious operators on the full inputs.
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Figure 6. OCQ vs. competing systems. OCQ is orders of magnitude
faster than SMCQL and DJoin due to its use of trusted hardware,
and is faster than Opaque for most queries because it can execute
initial filters in plaintext.
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Figure 8. Performance of register-oblivious OCQ versus AgMPC.
OCQ provides the same level of memory access pattern protection
as AgMPC, but scales much better and is up to 219x faster.

same configuration. For the second, we report the numbers
from the SMCQL and DJoin papers because they are too slow
to run on our dataset or not open source. They are also insufficient for the coopetitive setting (as explained in §9.1). OCQ
is 1–4 orders of magnitude faster than SMCQL and DJoin
due to its use of trusted hardware. Meanwhile, OCQ gains a
performance advantage over Opaque, which also uses trusted
hardware, for queries that begin with a substantially selective
filter operation. Because the initial filter requires no communication between parties, it can be executed in plaintext at
each party. The cardinality of the input to subsequent oblivious operators is then greatly reduced. For our synthetic data,
the initial c. diff filter for the comorbidity query has ≈ 1%
selectivity, as does the result of the selection and join to find
patients with heart disease who were prescribed aspirin for the
aspirin count query. For OCQ we specified padding bounds
that reflect this selectivity, because we do not wish to treat the
selectivity parameter as sensitive. In contrast, Opaque must
first perform an oblivious filter over each full relation. Because intermediate relation sizes within our query workload
tend to shrink as the query progresses, this initial oblivious
filter tends to dominate the running time.
Our reported query times include network transfer time,
including the time required to transfer the full relations to the
cloud for each Opaque query. Figure 7 shows the proportion
of query time spent in network transfer. These transfers occur
in parallel, so 5-node cluster uses its full aggregate bandwidth
to transfer each relation. For the medical queries, this transfer
is the dominant factor in Opaque’s query times due to the
large data sizes involved. Although the uploaded data could

be reused across queries, we include it in the query times for
consistency with the other systems. Data reuse is not always
possible, for example in case of frequently-changing data.
We also evaluated OCQ without any non-observable memory assumption (namely, the attacker can observe any party
table data in any part of memory) to show that its performance
remains much better than MPC-based systems. We compared
OCQ against AgMPC [75], a state-of-the-art maliciously secure MPC framework (§9.1). We ran a query consisting of a
referential integrity inner equi-join on two equal-sized synthetic tables, each containing two 32-bit integers. The first
integer in each table was the join key. Figure 8 shows that
OCQ is up to 219× faster than AgMPC on this query.
8.3 Overhead of security
Figure 9 compares OCQ to alternative uses of Opaque
with varying security guarantees to show the overhead of
OCQ’s security. “Outsourced Opaque” is as before. “Plaintext
federated” refers to an alternative federated configuration
where all computation runs in plain text rather than within
SGX. This configuration might be suitable for a network of
non-competing entities. “Outsourced Spark SQL” refers to
a configuration similar to Opaque but where computation is
run in plaintext rather than in SGX. This option provides no
security guarantees, as a server-side attacker could access the
data in full.
Figure 9 shows that OCQ introduces 2.2–12× overhead
compared to a plaintext federated configuration due to its
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latter, filters and aggregations on sensitive relations always
return one output row for each input row, with rows that did
not match the predicate or rows other than the first one in each
group resulting in a dummy output row. All dummy rows are
filtered out at once as the final step of the query, thus hiding
intermediate result sizes. This approach results in large costs
when intermediate output is transferred over the network.
With appropriate sensitivity step-down hints for the medical dataset, schema-aware padding on the aspirin count and
comorbidity queries results in the same plan as a suitably
designed filter push-up approach. We therefore introduce a
plausible new query on the medical dataset that finds the most
costly diseases by grouping the diagnosis table on disease
id and computing the total cost for each disease:
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Figure 11. Schema-aware padding provides a 2.5× speedup compared to filter push-up, and is only 26% slower than the baseline
plan without padding.
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Figure 10. Availability of SGX enclaves at all sites provides 1.3–
1.6× speedup compared to having SGX at only one site.

use of oblivious operators. Additionally, outsourced Spark
SQL outperforms OCQ by up to 25× for the DJoin queries,
which use small relations without any initial filters, and whose
complexity is entirely in the core join computation, which
is expensive to perform obliviously. However, OCQ outperforms the outsourced configurations for the medical queries,
which do contain initial filters. Note that as before, we include network transfer time in query time, including the time
to upload full tables for the outsourced configurations.
8.4 Benefit of having SGX at each site
We next explore the design choice in OCQ that each site
must have its own local SGX cluster. This represents a constraint to its adoption, since SGX deployments are not widespread. However, we observe that some queries significantly
benefit from this choice. Figure 10 compares OCQ to an alternative design (“OCQ w/ one SGX”) where operations on
multiple parties’ data such as joins and aggregations require
the data to be collected to a single SGX cluster first. We observe a 1.3–1.6× speedup over the alternative design for the
medical queries because the use of broadcast joins allows the
components of the broadcast join, namely an oblivious join
at each party, to operate on less data. Since all oblivious joins
run in parallel, this results in a speedup for the initial join,
which dominates the query plans.
8.5 Benefit of schema-aware padding
We compare the performance of our schema-aware padding
approach to a baseline query without padding and to an implementation of Opaque’s “filter push-up” approach. In the

diagnosis.groupBy("disease")
.agg(sum("cost") as "total_cost")
.sort("total_cost").select("disease").take(5)

This query results in the physical plan without padding:
OblLimit 5
OblProject [disease_id]
OblSort [total_cost]
OblAgg groupby[disease_id]
agg[sum(cost_partial_sum) as total_cost]
OblCollect
FedAgg groupby[disease_id]
agg[sum(cost) as cost_partial_sum]
FedEncScan diagnosis

Though the top-level aggregation occurs within SGX because
its input is sensitive, this plan may leak the cardinality of the
partial aggregates through SGX side channels. Our reimplementation of filter push-up results in the following:
OblLimit 5
OblProject [disease_id]
OblSort [total_cost]
OblAggPadded groupby[disease_id]
agg[sum(cost_partial_sum) as total_cost]
OblCollect
FedPad diagnosis.cardinality
FedAgg groupby[disease]
agg[sum(cost) as cost_partial_sum]
FedEncScan diagnosis
13

This plan pads both levels of aggregation to the input size,
hiding their cardinalities, but resulting in two costly oblivious
sort operations on padded data. In contrast, our schema-aware
padding recognizes that the cardinalities of the partial and
final aggregates are bounded by the number of known disease
codes, which is much smaller than the cardinality of the input diagnosis table and is public knowledge. It generates a
nearly identical plan to filter push-up, with the difference that
both aggregation operations pad to disease.cardinality
instead of diagnosis.cardinality. Figure 11 compares
the performance of all three plans using the input described
in §8.1. The lower padding bound and consequently reduced
oblivious sort cardinality give our schema-aware padding
approach a 2.5× speedup compared to the filter push-up approach, and it is only 26% slower than the baseline plan
without padding.
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data is controlled by one party and are not designed for the
coopetitive setting. Prochlo [10] offers privacy-preserving
outsourced computation over many users’ data using
hardware enclaves. However, it requires centralizing the data,
which encounters regulatory and logistical challenges in the
coopetitive setting. Ohrimenko et al. [60] provides oblivious
machine learning in SGX, but does not consider analytics in
the federated setting and query planning. Oblix [53] focuses
on oblivious point queries and does not support analytics and
the decentralized setting.
9.3 Unencrypted federated databases
Collaborative query planning (CQP) [80] is a proposal
for decentralized query planning in a multi-party setting
where information sharing policy restricts centralized planning. Queries are instead broken into subqueries, independently planned by each party, and reassembled into a federated plan. CQP shares a setting with OCQ and complements it
in the case where query planning information such as statistics
must be treated as sensitive. Preference-aware query optimization (PAQO) [27, 28] is a proposal to extend SQL with users’
declarations for where their data should be processed in a
distributed database, with applications including restricting
certain data from untrusted servers. PAQO allows the user to
treat these declarations, called intensional descriptions [27],
as preferences to be optimized rather than hard constraints. In
future work, a similar approach could be applied to OCQ.

Related work

9.1 Cryptographic approaches
SMCQL [7] and Conclave [73] use secure multi-party computation (instead of hardware enclaves) to achieve federated
analytics queries. Unlike OCQ, SMCQL and Conclave do
not protect against a malicious attacker (the attacker is semihonest), and their implementation is for only two or three parties. Further, their join scheme relies on joining non-sensitive
attributes, unlike OCQ, which can join on sensitive data.
AgMPC [75] is likely the most relevant cryptographic
framework to OCQ because it is n-party, maliciously-secure,
and supports generic computation. As we show in §8, though,
AgMPC is orders of magnitude slower than OCQ.
DJoin [57] and private intersection-sum [37] use multiparty computation to provide certain SQL operators. DJoin
supports only count queries over equi-joins, while private
intersection-sum supports sum queries over set intersections.
Both assume a passive attacker and incur high overhead.
UnLynx [29] and MedCo [66] use partially-homomorphic
encryption to provide filter-aggregate queries over multiple
parties’ data and are secure against malicious queriers. Compared to these systems, OCQ offers a greater range of functionality, but requires trust in hardware enclaves.
Cryptographic approaches have also been used for coopetitive machine learning training and prediction, which often
involve secure aggregation [11, 21, 30, 33, 55, 58]. These
approaches do not offer general analytics, and they largely
assume a passive attacker or two non-colluding servers.
Encrypted databases such as CryptDB [64], AlwaysEncrypted [52], and Seabed [62] perform queries over encrypted
data, but are not suited for the coopetitive setting.

9.4 Differential privacy
A complementary and synergetic direction to OCQ are
differential-privacy systems like Flex [39] and Chorus [40],
which offer differential privacy for SQL queries via query
rewriting. The queries they produce can be used as input
to OCQ. Hence, one could add differential privacy to a
query result before sharing it among the parties in OCQ.
Shrinkwrap [8] provides differential privacy specifically for
federations, and can be used with OCQ to reduce the amount
of padding for intermediate results.

10

Conclusion

In this paper we proposed OCQ, an efficient framework
for oblivious coopetitive analytics using hardware enclaves.
OCQ’s contributions are its query planner design, which supports flexible party-specific sensitivity rules, its mechanism
for propagating and refining padding upper bounds based on
foreign key constraints, and its mixed-sensitivity algorithms.
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9.2 Hardware enclave approaches
Systems for single-machine or distributed computation
using hardware enclaves include SCONE [5], Graphene [18],
Ryoan [36], Haven [9], VC3 [67], Cipherbase [2], and
Opaque [81]. These systems assume a setting where all
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